
 
 

  

 

 

 

Strategies for Managing, Surviving & Turning Around Workplace 

Bullies 
 

You’ll like this course if: 

You face one or more bullies in the workplace; 

Your job requires you to manage bullies; 

You’re a target and don’t want to be. 
 

Agenda 

 Bullying defined 

 The dynamics of confrontation 

 Your first strategy/skill: pulling yourself out of reaction 

 7 bully types 

 Changing how you respond & preventing bullies from creating an 

outpost in your mind 

 Handling yourself “under fire” & changing the energy dynamic 

 Bully dynamics, bully truths & traps to avoid 

 Committing to handling yourself, the situation & the bully 

 Turning the tables on the bully & handling Bullyspeak 

 What HR and leaders can do 
 

 

 

 

Dynamic, funny and entertaining, Dr. Lynne Curry, SPHR, President of The Growth Company, Inc., a 

management consulting and personnel training firm, has more than 36 years’ experience in training, consulting 

and speaking. Curry has provided over 35,000 training and consulting sessions.  

In 1982 and 2000, she was awarded Trainer of the Year by the American Society of Training & Development,     

Anchorage chapter.  

A successful syndicated columnist, Dr. Curry is published weekly in the Alaska Dispatch News, 

womenworking.com & sheknows.com. Her articles are reposted weekly by more than 100 media outlets 

including Yahoo! News.    As a management writer, Dr. Curry has authored four books, Beating the Workplace 

Bully, AMACOM, Solutions, Managing Equally and Legally and Won By One. Curry founded 

www.bullywhisperer.com ™, www.workplacecoachblog.com and www.thegrowthcompany.com.   
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Lynne Curry 

RE: Training for Field Leaders 

  

Overview 

  

ASRC Energy Service LLC has a need for training for valued field leaders that are “stuck” in the old way of 

communicating with supervising subordinates.   

  

These task-oriented supervisors get the task one and are productive and yet create collateral damage in 

the way in which they communicate. 

  

The Growth Company Inc. has perfected a one-day training program, Manager’s Boot Camp, that 

addresses this need. 

  

We’ve provided this training to managers from a wide-variety of companies in the oil and construction 

industries. 

  

The training can be presented in an intensive fast-paced, highly participatory session, designed for ASRC 

Energy Service’s valued field leaders, offering systematic skill-building in: 

  

Managing employee work performance problems such as absenteeism, tardiness, slowed 

 productivity and disciplinary problems and; 

Effective supervisory communications. 

  

This skills-oriented training session involves participants in learning step-by-step systems and skills and in 

applying the skills presented in short practice sessions, giving all participants the opportunity to solidly 

develop and/or improve skills. 

  

Supervisors who attend this session will be more likely to: 

  

Handle work performance and employee problems effectively and efficiently;  
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Prevalence 
 

Epidemic; 3 to 4 of every 10  
 

 

 

Bullying Defined 
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Forms 
 

 
 Ridiculing, insulting 

 

 Making the target the butt 

of mean jokes & abusive, 

offensive remarks 

 Pushing, shoving, kicking, 

poking, tripping the target 
 

 Assault & the threat of 

physical assault 

 Sabotage 
 

 Deliberate humiliation 
 

 Deliberate interference 

 
 

 

 

What Happens In Bullying: The Dynamics of Confrontation 
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Alternative to Reaction 
 

 
 

Dynamics of Confrontation 
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7 Bully Types 

 

 

Coastline Breathing 
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How You Came To Be Bullied 

 Bad luck 

 Ignored warning signs 

 You have something the bully wants 

 You signal you’re an easy target 

 You put up with bad treatment 

 You give away your power 

 

 

What’s Your Part? 
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Changing How You Respond…the “No Outpost” 

 

 It starts in you 

 It gets easier 

 Outpost in your mind 
 

 Control you @ a deep level: attack your own sense of self 

 Bullies feed off your reaction 
 

 Mental Kevlar 
 

 Intuitive             Perceptive  Good-hearted 

 Open-minded  Fun-loving  Creative 

 Resourceful  Honest  Caring 

 Generous  Kind  Loyal 

 Compassionate  Responsible  Funny 

 Genuine  Enthusiastic  Fair 

 Natural  Imaginative  Understanding 
 

 Choosing whether you’ll take on the bully 
 

 It’s your choice 

 Assess 
 

 What’s going on? 

 Is this how you want to be treated? 

 Is this situation or bully worth taking on? 

 If so, how?  

 No self-judging 

 Confronting mental manipulation 
 

 “You’re too sensitive” 

 Mental rehearsal 

 Uproot old habits with new actions 
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Changing the Energy Dynamic  
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Bully Dynamics 

 

A bully is the center of his/her own universe.   

  No internal brakes 

  Knows how to push emotional hot buttons 

Does a bully care about the other person?   

  To the extent the other can help him / her succeed 

  As an extension of him / her 

Does a bully feel bad about hurting and exploiting others? 

  No 

  As the center of his/her own universe, s/he is very good at rationalizing  

Dealing with a bully assumption: 

  Assumption 

 Others will help 

  Reality 

 Others will run for cover 

 It’s not their fight 
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Bully Traps to Avoid 
 

Bullies hope you’ll make mistakes because mistakes give them the upper hand 

 

 Denial  

 Giving bullies an outpost in your mind 

 Expecting the bully to change 

 Stooping to the bully’s level 

 Pleading, giving in/appeasing 

 Chasing trumped up issues 

 Letting the bully isolate you 
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Commit To Handling Yourself, the Situation & the Bully 

 

 It starts with you 

 Ground yourself 

 Even if emotional, act at ease 

 Smile and posture: signals to the other person and to you 

 Assess 

 Do not just react or respond, change the dynamic  

 Questioning 

 Avoids being cornered or put on the spot 

 Controls 

 Moves forward…ask a question in the direction you want 

someone to think 

   Why       Did  
 

Turning the Tables on the Bully 
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Handling Bullyspeak 
 

Bullyspeak: Abuse, snide comments, insults 

Handle It 

 Memorized statements that neutralize 

 Exit (if allowed) 

 Document 

 Detox 

 

Bullyspeak:  Blame/shame; berate; ridicule; project their shortcomings 

 Defensive 
 

Handle It  

 Reality 

 

Bullyspeak: Public humiliation in front of an audience 

 Watching eyes make it harder for you 
 

Handle It 

 Don’t react 

 Turn the crowd  

 

Bullyspeak: Mind games 

 Play on your natural expectation 

Handle It 

 Pull back the Wizard of Oz curtain 
 

Bullyspeak: Making unreasonable demands & exploiting 

Handle It 

 Boundaries 
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What HR & Leaders Can Do 

HR 

 

 

 

Leaders 
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Book Review: Beating the Workplace Bully 
June 14, 2016 | Dan Beaulieu, D.B. Management Group 

Beating the Workplace Bully: A Tactical Guide to Taking 
Charge is a great book with some really terrible stories. Wow, 
where did these people come from? These are some of the worst 
workplace stories I have ever read, or even heard about. 
 

There’s the woman who conned her co-worker into buying her 
coffee on the first day and then made it a daily event. Or the boss 
who was always threatening to fire his staff and telling them, 
“There’s blood in the water.” Or the supervisor who told her new 
employee on the first day that it was not her choice to hire her, 
because she had only worked in a small firm and “did not have the 
sophistication this corporate position needs. You don’t even dress 
properly.” 
 

The first story in the book is my favorite. Molly was a nurse who was 
ten months from retirement when she got a new supervisor who did 
everything she could to undermine her. She told Molly that the 
system she had set up was “antiquated” and that she would update 
it without Molly’s help. At the first staff meeting, the new supervisor 
told everyone that Molly’s system was “pitiful” and then next started 
a stream of negative e-mails to Molly that denigrated all of the work 
she had been doing for the past 20 years. This woman almost 

ruined Molly’s self-esteem and self-confidence. I could go on and on with these true stories about 
people who I consider nothing less than social monsters and mean beyond belief. 
 

But the whole point of the book is to learn how to handle these kinds of people, counteract them, and 
finally to know when it is time to give up and get the heck out of Dodge. 
 

My favorite chapter was Chapter 5, which focuses on the basic steps for handling some of these 
situations. From the book: 

Step 1. Control your initial reactions:  Take time to truly evaluate the situation. 
Step 2. Control your response: Ask yourself: 

 What is going on? 

 Is this the way I want to be treated? 

 Is this situation or bully worth taking on? 

 If so how? 

Step 3. Assess the situation. 
Step 4. Determine why you are the target. 
Step 5. Analyze the pros and cons of taking on the bully. 
Step 6. Take back the power (this is the key step in my estimation): How you handle yourself is in  
your hands. And if you feel that this is a job you want to keep then go up against the bully. This is 
your job and it is within your power to keep it. 
Step 7. Decide on your game plan. 
 

The rest of the book shows you how to implement and execute your plan to handle the bully and the 
situation. 
 

I was not sure I wanted to take the time to read this book, and I approached it tentatively. But once I got 
into it, I understood and appreciated its value. This is one of the few books that covers business from 
the human aspect. Yes, there are bullies out there and they can really mess up your chances of having 
a successful job experience. Bullying in the workplace is a real problem, and this book offers real 
solutions to solving those problems. 
 

Beating the Workplace Bully: A Tactical Guide to Taking Charge is a must-read for anyone working in 
the real world. This is a great book for all workplaces: businesses, non-profit organizations, and even 
religious institutions. This book is valuable for anyone who has to deal with a bully in the workplace. 

https://www.amazon.com/Beating-Workplace-Bully-Tactical-Taking/dp/0814436889
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